
Properties
• surface depths from 20 mm 

• for visually attractive gravel surfaces, for light   
 wells, spray strips, private tree surrounds,   
 non loadbearing decorative surfaces, graves 
 and unused surfaces

• already mixed – ready to use

• sufficient for up to 1 square meter 
 (depending on layer thickness)

World´s first: The first ready to use and pre-mixed decorative grit!  
No more loose stones on adjacent surfaces, with the new decorative 
grit in four attractive trend colours. With ROMPOX® - DEKOFIX, lay 
decorative, non loadbearing decorative surfaces all around the house. 
There are no limits to your creativity. Ideally suited for lightwells, and 
spray strips, the filling of grass pavers or ground/grit grids as well as 
filling of joints of eco paved surfaces with at least 20 mm joint width. 
The surfaces are water permeable and easy to clean.

ROMPOX® - DEKOFIX
The easiest and self-hardening decorative gravel covering

Granite grey Cream Red-brown Anthracite

world ś
FIRST

EXTREMELY QUICK 
PROCESSING! 

Non-loadbearing Highly water 
permeable

Cleanable
with broom

No weed
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The information printed in this brochure is based on ex-
periential values and the current levels of knowledge in 
science and practice, however they are not binding and 
have no legal force. All previous information becomes  
invalid with the issue of this brochure. Images similar. 
Effective June 2020. We reserve the right to make ch-
anges. 

ROMPOX® - DEKOFIX
The easiest and self-hardening decorative gravel covering

APPLICATION
Construction site requirements: The surface should be well compacted. The foundation needs to be 
prepared according to the expected traffic loads. Regulations and leaflets regarding construction of 
paved stone surfaces should be heeded. Loads that later go over the surface must not cause the surface 
to sink. Ideally, you would use ROMEX® Trass-Bed products. For optimum application it is recommended 
using ROMEX® application tools. Do not use in “permanently wet areas“ (swimming pools, fountains, 
drains, drip edges etc.) Only use with water permeable superstructures (bed and base course) or on a 
slope of at least 2 %.

Preparation: Prepare surface for hardening by making sure it is compact and stable to a depth of at 
least 20 mm | 3⁄4”. Adjoining surfaces that are not to be joint-fixed are taped off.

Application: Open the bucket, take out vacuum bag, cut open and pour the ready to use mix onto the 
prepared surface; if necessary, disperse it with a shovel and draw off on the same level in a coat height 
of at least 20 mm | 3⁄4” with a level rod. Using a mason’s trowel, work it in well so it is deep and compact. 
Trowel surface. Good compacting is essential for a durable end product! Take care to avoid impurities 
by binding agent and footprints on the stone surface.

Subsequent treatment: The freshly jointed surface needs to be protected against rain for the next  
72 hours. The rain protection layer must not be laid directly onto the paved surface, to ensure sufficient 
air circulation.

Important information: ROMPOX® - DEKOFIX has a unique odour. This will disappear after time as the 
product fully hardens. We thus recommend only using the product in well-ventilated areas outdoors. 
With application without pre-wetting, a gloss film is formed which changes the colour of the stone 
and protects it from dirt. This will disappear over time from weathering. In case of doubt, please lay a 
sample surface before commencing entire jointing. Work tools can be cleaned with a general solvent 
(i.e. ethanol, methylated spirits) after application. During work, it is recommended that impermeable 
and resistant protective gloves, tightly closed protective glasses and protective work clothing are worn. 
Moss, leaves and weeds that can store water should be removed from the jointed surface regularly. Due 
to raw materials, particular stones can come off. All filler materials are natural products which are subject 
to natural colour deviations.

Technical data
Hard mortar raw density Ø 1.53 kg/dm³ | 0.88 oz/in3 Building site value DIN EN 1015, part 6

Application time at 20 °C  |  68 °F 20–30 minutes

Application temperature 5 °C up to max. 30 °C | 41 °F up to max. 86 °F
At lower temperatures slow hardening,
at high temperatures quick hardening
(up to 4 weeks until completely dry)

Re-opening of surface at 20 °C  |  68 °F at least 72 hours, 14–30 days fully hardened/cured 
(depending on temperature and air humidity)

Water permeability highly water permeable

Storage life 24 months dry, frostfree 
(Protect container against direct sunlight, do not stack pallets)

  1 bucket is sufficient      Consumption:
  for approx. 1 m2          25 kg reaches up to 1 m2 with a layer thickness of approx. 2 cm
        

Calculate more types of  
grit/gravel easily online  
www.romex-ag.de 

strong and durable water permeable

https://www.instagram.com/romex_gmbh/
https://www.facebook.com/romex.gmbh1989/
https://www.youtube.com/user/ROMEXAG

